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 "Opening up your closet

should be like arriving at a

really good party where

everyone you see is

someone you like."



WelcomeWelcome

I am so excited that you decided to download

this e-book. I decided to create this e-book

because, seeing you win in your closet is

important to me. The start to fixing problems

with your style begins in your closet. Many of

you have skipped this step because you don't

believe that your closet is the problem. You've

run to Pinterest, the mall, and even reached out

to your girlfriends to help you improve your

style, but all the answers lie behind that door in

your room. It's time to open the door and

address the issues that have caused you to be

overwhelmed and frustrated. Are you ready?



S T Y L E
V I S I O N



Style VisionStyle Vision

If I asked you to describe your style in five words, what

would be your answer? Could you tell me confidently

what your style is, or are you clueless?  Most of the

women I work with have never given thought to their

style and how to define it.

Style Vision is the image you desire to portray that

aligns with the real and authentic you. It is the

foundation for the decisions that you will make in your

closet and the stores. If you don't have a vision for your

style, you will continue to feel overwhelmed, frustrated,

and lost. 

Before we get into defining your style, let's create a

vision for what you envision your style to become. Go

to Pinterest and create a new board. You are going to

pin images that represent what you desire your style to

be. This Pinterest board is going to be your Style Vision

Board. From this Pinterest board, you're going to

develop five descriptive words that define your style.



Style Vision ActivityStyle Vision Activity  

Directions: Fill in the chart below with words

that best describe your vision for your style. Your

name goes in the first box. The first three boxes

are reserved for three words that best aligns

with the women you desire to be and how you'd

like for people to view you once you enter a

room. The last two boxes are reserved for the

words that describe the image you desire to

portray through your style. 



Sometimes it can be difficult to come up with

five words to describe your style. I have listed

below the most common words used to describe

someone's style. Circle the five  best words that

describe the vision you have for your style. Use

your Pinterest board as a reference.

Style Decriptive WordStyle Decriptive Word



C L O S E T
E D I T



Closet EditCloset Edit

The clothing that you own doesn't fit your body

correctly.

The clothing that you own is old and dingy.

You no longer are in love with the clothing in

your closet.

The clothing in your closet doesn't align with

your style vision. 

Have you ever said "I have nothing to wear", but you

have a closet full of clothes? How Sway? There is no

way that a person with a closet full of clothes doesn't

have anything to wear. The problem isn't that you don't

have anything to wear, the problem is that your closet is

so cluttered that you are unable to see the endless

outfit possibilities that you already own. 

A Closet Edit, aka a closet purge, could be the very

solution that can fix your problem of feeling like you

don't have anything to wear. If you are new to the term

'closet edit', let me break down the meaning for you. A

Closet Edit is a process of eliminating clothing from

your closet due to reasons such as:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Having a cluttered closet gives you the illusion of feeling

as though you don't have anything to wear. Leading to

feelings of being overwhelmed, stressed, and frustrated

when getting dressed. This stress that you experience

could impact your day for the worst. For this reason

alone, it is imperative that you fix the problems that you

have in your closet by doing a Closet Edit at least twice

a year.



Closet Edit ToolsCloset Edit Tools
There are a few things you're going to need to make this

Closet Edit process easy. These tools are what I use with

my clients to make the editing process efficient. You

can find the majority of these tools at Walmart or

Target. 

Clothing Rack
When making your decision during the closet edit, the
easiest thing to do is to take them out of the closet.
Instead of putting your clothes on the bed or the floor,
use a clothing rack. It is going to make the process of
going through your clothing quick and easy. 

Storage Bins
Storage bins are great for storing away clothing and
shoes that are out of season. Having clothing that you
currently aren't wearing in your closet leads to
frustration, so I recommend taking the clothes out and
storing them away in storage bins.

Garbage Bags
You're going to need a garbage bag to put the clothing
you will either trash or donate. I like to use big black
garbage bags because they hold the most articles of
clothing.

Velvet Hangers
NO PLASTIC HANGERS!! Sis, I know you are tired of your
clothes falling on the floor and barely having any room
on your racks. Switching to velvet hangers will save you
space; they are non-slip and pretty.

Keepsake Boxes
There are going to be things that you have in your closet
that are sentimental. I recommend taking those items
out of your closet and keeping them in a special
keepsake box.



Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

A closet edit has the potential to be an

overwhelming process, but it doesn't have to be.

I have a particular method that I follow with my

clients to ensure that the closet edit is an

enjoyable and freeing experience. I will share a

few guidelines to follow while conducting your

closet edit to ensure that you also have a

pleasant and freeing experience.

Guideline #1: Be Committed to the Process. 

You must be committed to the closet edit

process and see it through to the end. I'm not

going to lie; you may want to give up before you

even start, but don't. Knowing your 'why' for

doing this will motivate you to see the process

through to the end.



A closet edit with my clients can take me

anywhere between 3-4 hours from start to

finish. Since you are doing your own without the

assistance of a stylist, it may take you longer.

That is why I recommend that you block off

enough time to devote your undivided attention

to the closet edit process. For some, you may

have to split it up into multiple days, but that's

ok as long as it gets done.

Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

Guideline #2: Block off enough time

What day and time will you schedule your

closet edit?

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________



There are going to be many of you that will want

to hold on to your clothes. You feel like you've

spent your hard earned money on your clothes,

but what good are those items to you if they are

sitting and collecting dust. Get rid of those

items to make room for clothes that you love

and will wear. More than likely, you will donate

the clothes that you no longer need, and it will

go to the happy home of someone who will get

plenty of use out of it. 

Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

Guideline #3: Let it go!



Do you wear them?

Do you love them?

Do they flatter your figure?

Do they reflect your style vision?

When conducting your closet edit, you will

decide what items you will keep, donate,

consign, or are unsure about. When deciding

what clothes to keep, I want you to consider

this:

If you answer 'No' to any these questions, I will

recommend donating or consigning them. 

If you have any valuable items and would like to

profit from those items, consider taking them to

a consignment shop. Most of the ones I've

visited give you up to 40% profit from the things

they accept. Now, whatever they don't take, you

can donate it.

Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

Guideline #4: Make quick decisions



What will cause you to get to the point of

frustration with your closet is a lack of

organization. The closet edit doesn't stop once

you get rid of all of your stuff that you no longer

want. You now have to organize your closet in a

way that will best function with your lifestyle. I

recommend color coordinating your items and

making sure you hang all the different

categories within your closet together.

Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

Guideline #5: Organize, Organize, Organize!



If you follow these guidelines, you will have a

closet where getting dressed is easier, less

stressful, no longer time consuming, and most of

all, FUN.

Closet EditCloset Edit    GuidelinesGuidelines

Now it's your turn to put into action all the things

that I taught you. So, get to work on creating

your closet goals.



If you desire more support with fixing the

problems in your closet or you desire to work

one on one with a stylist, I invite you to book a

complimentary style consultation to see how

Vicky G Styling Agency can help you.

 

 

Visit our website:

www.vickygstyling.com

@vickygstyling

@vickygstyles

Follow Us:

 

StylistStylist    SupportSupport

https://calendly.com/vickygstyling/style-consultation?month=2021-01
http://www.vickygstyling.com/
https://www.instagram.com/vickygstyling/
https://www.facebook.com/VickyGStyles/
https://www.instagram.com/vickygstyling/
https://www.facebook.com/VickyGStyles/
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